A compressor having a high pressure slide valve assembly is disclosed. The slide valve assembly includes: a volume slide valve mechanism, the mechanism slidably movable to control compressor volume ratio and power input to the compressor. The
assembly also includes a capacity slide valve mechanism that is in operational association with the volume slide valve mechanism, the capacity slide valve mechanism slidably movable to control compressor capacity. At least one of the volume slide valve mechanism and the capacity slide valve mechanism includes at least one groove or channel, and the at least one groove or channel provides for lubrication to ensure relative movement between the slide mechanisms in a high pressure environment. A method of controlling compressor volume ratio, power input and capacity in a compressor operating in a high pressure environment is also disclosed.
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CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This Nonprovisional Patent Application claims the benefit under 35 USC §119(e) of U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/908,770 filed March 29, 2007, which is incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates generally to compressors and to adjustably positionable slide valves used in such compressors to control their operation. In one aspect, the invention relates to an improved slide valve assembly having independently positionable slide valves for regulating both compressor capacity and compressor volume in a high pressure environment.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Compressors (e.g., rotary screw gas compressors) are used, for example, in compression systems (e.g., refrigeration systems) to compress refrigerant gas, such as "Freon", ammonia, natural gas, or the like. One type of rotary gas compressor employs a housing in which a motor-driven single main rotor having spiral grooves thereon meshes with a pair of gate or star rotors on opposite sides of the rotor to define gas compression chambers. The housing is provided with two gas suction ports (one near each gate rotor) and with two gas discharge ports (one near each gate rotor). Two dual slide valve assemblies are provided on the housing (one assembly near each gate rotor) and each slide valve assembly comprises a suction (also referred to as a “capacity slide valve”) and a discharge slide valve (also referred to as a “volume slide valve”) for controlling an associated suction port and an associated discharge port, respectively.

[0003] During operation of the compressor, a small amount of oil is typically continuously supplied to the compression chambers to provide an oil seal at points where the main rotor meshes with the gate rotors and with the housing to thereby effectively seal the chambers
against gas leakage during gas compression. The oil flows out through the discharge ports and is recovered and recirculated. When the compressor is shut down and coasting to rest, excess oil can collect or settle in the compression chambers. When the compressor is restarted, the residual oil in the compression chambers, plus fresh oil entering the compression chambers, must be expelled through the discharge ports. U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,610,612, 4,610,613 and U.S. Pat. No. 4,704,069, all of which are assigned to the same assignee as the present application, disclose a dual-slide valve rotary gas compressor of the kind described above. The teachings and disclosures of each of these patents are incorporated by reference in their entireties herein.

[0004] Additionally, U.S. Application Serial No. 11/677,868 which is also assigned to the same assignee as the present application is directed to a compressor having a dual slide valve assembly that includes: i) a volume slide valve mechanism that is slidably movable to control compressor volume ratio and power input to the compressor; and ii) a capacity and volume slide valve mechanism that is in operational association with the volume slide valve mechanism. The capacity and volume slide valve mechanism is slidably movable to control compressor capacity and to control volume ratio and power input to the compressor. The disclosure of this application is also incorporated by reference here in its entirety.

[0005] The electric motors or engines employed to drive rotors in rotary compressors are usually of a type which requires the compressor to be unloaded while being started and brought up to some predetermined normal constant speed. Loading and unloading is accomplished by positioning of slide valves which control admission and discharge of gas into and from the compression chambers.

[0006] Often a discharge-suction pressure differential exists within the compressor during operation. When the discharge-suction pressure differential reaches and/or exceeds a certain threshold differential, the slide valve mechanisms can have a tendency to seize up and, in some instances, be damaged. For example, it has been found that certain screw-type compressors (e.g., single screw compressors) currently have threshold discharge-suction pressure differentials of about 400 p.s.i. Accordingly, it would desirable to provide a compressor, and more particularly a slide valve assembly, that can function in a high pressure
environment, for example, when threshold pressure differentials are at or exceed about 400 p.s.i..

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] Embodiments of the invention are disclosed with reference to the accompanying drawings and are for illustrative purposes only. The invention is not limited in its application to the details of construction or the arrangement of the components illustrated in the drawings. The invention is capable of other embodiments or of being practiced or carried out in other various ways. Like reference numerals are used to indicate like components. In the drawings:

[0008] FIG. 1 is a top exploded perspective view of a high pressure slide valve assembly for use in a compressor in accordance with at least some embodiments of the present invention;

[0009] FIG. 2 is a bottom exploded perspective view of the slide valve assembly of FIG. 1. and

[0010] FIGS. 3A-B are schematic views showing relative positioning of the capacity and volume slide valves at start-up and during running/operation of the compressor.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT(S)

[0011] Referring generally to FIGS. 1 and 2, and in accordance with at least some embodiments of the present invention, top and bottom exploded perspective views of a high pressure slide valve assembly 10 for use in a compressor are shown. By way of introduction, it should be understood that the slide valve assembly 10 is contemplated for use in a variety of compressors. One exemplary compressor is a rotary screw gas compressor adapted for use in a compression system (e.g., a refrigeration system), or the like. Such a compressor generally has a compressor housing, a single main rotor mounted for rotation in housing, and a pair of star-shaped gate or star rotors mounted for rotation in housing and engaged with main rotor. The compressor typically further includes two such slide valve assemblies (noted by numeral 10) which are generally mounted inside the housing and which are cooperating with the main rotor to control gas flow into and from the compression chambers on the main
rotor. The compressor housing generally includes a cylindrical bore in which the main rotor is rotatably mounted. The bore is usually open at its suction end and is generally closed by a discharge end wall. The main rotor, which is generally cylindrical and typically has a plurality of helical grooves formed therein defining compression chambers, is provided with a rotor shaft which is rotatably supported at opposite ends on bearing assemblies mounted on housing. The compressor housing typically includes spaces therein in which the star rotors are rotatably mounted and the star rotors are located on opposite sides (i.e., 180 degrees apart) of main rotor. Each of the star rotors has a plurality of gear teeth and is provided with a rotor shaft which is rotatably supported at opposite ends on the bearing assemblies mounted on housing. Each of the star rotors typically rotate on an axis which is perpendicular to and spaced from the axis of rotation of main rotor and its teeth extend through an opening communicating with bore. Each tooth of each of the star rotors successively engages a groove in main rotor as the latter is rotatably driven by a motor and, in cooperation with the wall of bore and specifically its end wall, defines a gas compression chamber.

[0012] Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, the slide valve assembly 10 comprises a slide valve carriage 12 and further comprises two movable slide valve members or mechanisms, namely, a capacity slide valve member 14 and a volume slide valve member 16. Slide valve members 14 and 16 are slidably mounted on carriage 12 for movement in directions which are typically parallel to the axis of the compressor main rotor (not shown). Carriage 12 comprises a rectangular plate portion 18 (FIG. 1) having three openings 20, 22 and 23, as well as a relief or recessed portion 21. Three spaced apart projections 24, 26, and 28 extend from the rear side 30 (FIG. 2) of plate portion 18 (FIG. 1) of carriage 12. These projections serve to support the carriage, and in addition, projection 26 serves to separate gas flow between high pressure and low pressure gas flow. Openings 20 and 23 in carriage 12 are in communication with a gas inlet passage and opening 22 in carriage 12 is in communication with a gas exhaust passage, and in at least some embodiments of the present invention, such communication for each opening can be termed “direct communication”.

[0013] The slide valve members 14 and 16 each take the form of a structural body having a flat smooth rear surface 32 and 34 (FIG. 2), respectively. Each of the members 14 and 16 further include a curved or contoured, yet smooth or substantially smooth, front surface 36
and 38 (FIG. 1) respectively. The slide valve members further include inside surfaces 40 (FIG. 1) and 42 (FIG. 2), which are typically flat and smooth or substantially smooth, as well as outside surfaces 44 (FIG. 1) and 46 (FIG. 2), which are typically contoured or curved and smooth or substantially smooth. Capacity slide valve member 14 includes end surfaces 48 (FIG. 1) and 50 (FIG. 2) and volume slide valve member 16 includes end surfaces 52 (FIG. 1) and 54 (FIG. 2).

[0014] Rear surfaces 32 and 34 confront and slide upon plate portion 18 carriage 12. Front surfaces 36 and 38 confront the cylindrical surface of main rotor (not shown). The inside edges 40 and 42 of the slide valve members 14 and 16 slidably engage each other. The outside edges 44 and 46 of the slide valve members confront and slidably engage a compressor structure, such as bore (not shown). The slide valve members 14 and 16 are slidably secured to carriage 12 by volume clamping member 60 and capacity clamping member 62, respectively, which are secured to the slide valve members by screws (not shown). The volume and capacity clamping members 60 and 62 have shank or spacer portions 64 and 66, respectively. These spacer portions extend, respectively, through the openings 20 and 23 in carriage 12 and abut the rear surfaces 32 and 34 of the slide valve members 14 and 16, respectively. Screws or other fastening means (not shown) extend through holes 68 and 70 in the clamping members 60 and 62 and screw or otherwise fasten into threaded holes 72 and 74 slide valve members 14 and 16. The clamping members 60 and 62 have heads or flanges 76 and 78, respectively, which engage the rear side 30 of carriage 12. Advantageously, it has been found that, in accordance with at least some embodiments, the clamping mechanisms 60, 62 can be made from 1018 4140 heat treated steel to accomplish use of the slide valve assembly in high pressure applications.

[0015] Referring to FIG. 1, carriage mechanism 12 further includes carriage grooves or channels 80a and 80b respectively which are formed or otherwise created in the plate portion 18 of the carriage. Capacity slide valve 14 further includes an outside low pressure groove 82 an outside high pressure groove 84, both of which are formed in the outside surface 44 of the capacity slide valve. The capacity low pressure groove 82 is, in at least some embodiments and as shown, at least somewhat “u-shaped”, and the high pressure groove is, in at least some embodiments and as shown, substantially straight. Grooves 82 and 84 are
spaced apart from each other at about the center of the outside surface 44 of the capacity slide valve member 14. Volume slide valve member 16 includes a volume low pressure groove 86 which is formed or otherwise created in the inside surface 40 of the slide member. The groove 86 extends from end 52 across almost the entire extent of the inside surface 40 of the volume slide member 16.

[0016] Referring to FIG. 2, capacity slide valve member 14 further includes a pair of high pressure bottom grooves 88a and 88b which are formed or otherwise created in the rear surface 32 of the capacity slide valve member. Grooves 88a and 88b extend across almost the entire extent of the rear surface 32 of the capacity slide valve member 14. Volume slide valve member 16 further includes a volume high pressure bottom groove 90. Groove or channel 90 is formed in, and extends across almost the entire extent of, the rear surface 34 of the volume slide valve member 16. Finally, the volume slide valve member 16 includes a volume low pressure outside groove 92 that is formed or otherwise created in, and extends across almost the entire extent of, outside surface 46 of the volume slide valve member.

[0017] The grooves referenced above which are formed or otherwise positioned or created in the capacity and volume slide valve mechanisms provide for lubrication of and between contacting surfaces and are incorporated to counter or counteract pressure of an opposing surface(s). Accordingly, the grooves serve to provide for and ensure relative movement between the slide mechanisms (and thus, prevent seizing up of the slide mechanisms) in a high pressure environment.

[0018] While not shown, the assembly 10 can be moved via an actuator-gear-rod connection. More specifically, an actuator mechanism can be used to effect the slide valve movement via a gear that moves a slide rod. In at least some embodiments, the gear mechanism comprises a pinion gear and the rod mechanism comprises a slide rod. Further, in at least some embodiments, the actuator/motor mechanism comprises a piston-type (e.g., electrical or hydraulic) actuator mechanism.

[0019] When the compressor is operating (and again a compressor will typically include two of the above-described slide valve assemblies), the capacity slide valve members 14 typically move in unison with each other, and the volume slide valve members 16 typically move in
unison with each other. Each capacity slide valve member 14 is slidably positionable (between full load and part load positions) relative to the port 20 to control where low pressure uncompressed gas is admitted to the compressor compression chambers or main rotor grooves and to thereby function as a suction by-pass to control compressor capacity. Each volume slide valve member 16 is slidably positionable (between minimum and adjusted volume ratio positions) relative to the discharge/volume port 22 to control where, along the compressor compression chambers or grooves, high pressure compressed gas is expelled from the compression chambers, through discharge/volume port 22 to an gas exhaust passage to thereby control the input power to the compressor. The slide valve members 14 and 16 are independently movable, for example, by separate piston-type actuators/motors. And known control means or system(s) operate to position the slide valves 14 and 16 for compressor start-up. The control means or system is also responsive, while the compressor is running, to compressor capacity and to power input, which is related to the location of the slide valves 14 and 16. Additionally, the control means or system operates the actuators to position the slide valve members 14 and 16 to cause the compressor to operate at a predetermined capacity and a predetermined power input.

[0020] Importantly, the slide valve members or mechanisms 14 are capable of adjusting the capacity between about 100% and 10%. The slide valve members or mechanisms 16 are capable of adjusting the volume ratio between about 1.2 to 7.0 so that power required by the compressor to maintain the desired capacity is at a minimum.

[0021] FIGS. 3A-B are schematic views showing relative positioning of the capacity and volume slide valves at start-up and during running/operation of the compressor. With reference to these Figures and FIGS. 1-2 described above, several points are worthy of mention. When the capacity slide valve 14 capacity is at 0%, capacity high pressure bottom grooves 88a-b are in communication with carriage grooves 80a-b. This permits or allows the compressor oil/gas mixture in the grooves to leak or otherwise flow to a low pressure area (indicated in the schematic views). This in turn prevents, or at least substantially prevents, any hard particles (e.g., dirt, debris, etc.) from getting in between the capacity slide valve mechanism 14 and the carriage 12. Once the capacity slide valve reaches a certain predetermined capacity (i.e., the capacity capacity takes on a load), for example a 5% capacity
or load, the capacity slide valve grooves 88a-b will no longer remain in communication with the carriage grooves 80a-b. As shown, and as noted above, the capacity slide valve 14 further includes a pair of outside grooves 82 and 84. Again, groove 82 is a capacity outside low pressure groove and groove 84 is a capacity outside high pressure groove. The location of grooves 82 and 84 is generally indicated as well in the schematic views of FIGS. 3A-B. Groove 84 is in communication with a high pressure region and groove 82 is in communication with a low pressure region (again the low and high pressure regions are schematically illustrated). Groove 84 is in communication with the high pressure region because the capacity slide valve member surface 36 remains (and this is typically always) under a high pressure condition when the capacity slide valve moves between 0-100% load.

[0022] Advantageously, the slide valve mechanisms work or operate in a high pressure differential environment. For example, compressor discharge pressure is in a range of between about 500 to 600 psi, or even greater, and suction pressure is typically between about 200 to 300 psi, or even greater. Accordingly, the slide valve assembly of the present invention is contemplated to work or operate where there is a discharge-suction pressure differential of at least about 400 psi. Testing has confirmed proper functionality where the pressure differential is at or about 450 psi. It is contemplated that the proper functionality will be maintained at pressure differentials of up to about 800 psi, and perhaps even greater.

[0023] Various components can be provided to connect together the capacity and volume slide valve members of the two dual slide valve assemblies and so that volume slide valve members move in unison with each other when slide to appropriate and/or desired positions.

[0024] Components, assemblies and/or means are provided and/or described in accordance with the present invention to establish the start-up positions of the slide valves and, to relocate them in desired positions suitable for the load condition desired when the compressor is up to speed, and to determine the positions for the slide valves and which would provide the most efficient volume ratio for the selected load condition. These means, assemblies, etc., could, for example, take the form of or include a microprocessor circuit (not shown) in the controller which mathematically calculates these slide valve positions, or they could take the form of or include pressure sensing devices.
[0025] It should also be noted that in the preferred embodiment disclosed herein the two valve members (on opposite sides of the rotor) are typically moved in synchronism with each other and the two valve members (on opposite sides of the rotor) are moved in synchronism with each other so as to provide for "symmetric" unloading of the compressor. However, each slide valve member in a pair can be moved independently of the other so as to provide for "asymmetrical" unloading of the compressor, if appropriate linkages (not shown) are provided and if the control system is modified accordingly in a suitable manner.

[0026] Again, many other variations to the compressor dual slide valve assembly, its components, and the compressor in which it is utilized are possible and considered within the scope of the claims. For example, it is contemplated that the compressor gases themselves at various points in the system, could be used directly to effect positioning of the slide valves and, if suitable structures (not shown) are provided. Moreover, the holes, ports, channels, and the like can be sized and shaped depending on the compressor type and application at hand. Similarly, the size and shape of structural or mechanical components shown and/or described herein can be varied without departing from the scope of the present invention.

[0027] Accordingly, it is specifically intended that the present invention not be limited to the embodiments and illustrations contained herein, but include modified forms of those embodiments including portions of the embodiments and combinations of elements of different embodiments as come within the scope of the following claims.
CLAIMS

WE CLAIM:

1. A compressor comprising:
   a housing;
   a high pressure slide valve assembly positioned at least substantially within the housing, the assembly comprising:
   
   a volume slide valve mechanism, the mechanism slidably movable to control compressor volume ratio and power input to the compressor; and
   
   a capacity slide valve mechanism that is in operational association with the volume slide valve mechanism, the capacity slide valve mechanism slidably movable to control compressor capacity;

   wherein at least one of the volume slide valve mechanism and the capacity slide valve mechanism includes at least one groove or channel; and

   wherein the at least one groove or channel provides for lubrication to ensure relative movement between the slide mechanisms in a high pressure environment.

2. The compressor of Claim 1 wherein the volume slide valve mechanism includes a first surface and the capacity slide valve includes a first opposing surface that opposes or faces and contacts the volume slide valve mechanism first surface, and wherein the at least one groove or channel provide for lubrication of and between opposing, contacting surfaces and serves to counter any pressure of the surfaces.

3. The compressor of claim 2 wherein both the capacity slide valve mechanism and the volume slide valve mechanism include at least one groove or channel.

4. The compressor of claim 1 wherein the capacity slide valve mechanism includes an outside low pressure groove or channel and an outside high pressure groove or channel, both of which are formed in an outside surface of the capacity slide valve mechanism.
5. The compressor of Claim 4 wherein the low pressure groove or channel is at least somewhat u-shaped and the high pressure groove or channel is at least substantially straight.

6. The compressor of claim 4 wherein the capacity slide valve mechanism includes pair of high pressure bottom grooves which are formed or otherwise created in a rear surface of the capacity slide valve mechanism.

7. The compressor of claim 1 wherein the volume slide valve member or mechanism includes a volume low pressure groove which is formed or otherwise created in an inside surface of the slide member.

8. The compressor of claim 7 wherein the volume slide valve mechanism further includes a volume high pressure bottom groove.

9. The compressor of claim 8 wherein the volume slide valve mechanism further includes a volume low pressure outside groove that is formed or otherwise created in an outside surface of the volume slide valve mechanism.

10. The compressor of Claim 1 wherein the volume slide valve mechanism and the capacity and volume slide valve mechanism are independently movable.

11. The compressor of claim 1 wherein the compressor is a rotary gas compressor for a compression system and the compressor further comprises a helically grooved main rotor having a rotor axis and the main rotor is mounted for rotation about the rotor axis within the housing, and further wherein each of the slide valve mechanisms includes a face complementary to and confronting said main rotor in sliding sealed relationship.

12. The compressor of claim 1 further comprising a carriage mechanism that includes one or more carriage grooves or channels which are formed or otherwise created in a plate portion of the carriage mechanism, and wherein the capacity slide valve mechanism includes one or more grooves or channels which are formed or otherwise created in a surface of the capacity slide valve mechanism and wherein the one or more capacity slide valve mechanism grooves are, for at least a period of time during operation of the compressor, in communication with the one or more carriage grooves or channels.
13. An high pressure slide valve assembly for use in a compressor, the assembly comprising:

   a volume slide valve mechanism, the mechanism slidably movable to control compressor volume ratio and power input to the compressor; and

   a capacity slide valve mechanism that is in operational association with the volume slide valve mechanism, the capacity slide valve mechanism slidably movable to control compressor capacity;

wherein at least one of the volume slide valve mechanism and the capacity slide valve mechanism includes at least one groove or channel; and

wherein the at least one groove or channel provides for lubrication to ensure relative movement between the slide mechanisms in a high pressure environment.

14. A method of controlling compressor volume ratio, power input and capacity in a compressor operating in a high pressure environment, the method comprising:

   providing a high pressure slide valve assembly comprising a carriage mechanism that includes one or more carriage grooves or channels which are formed or otherwise created in a plate portion of the carriage mechanism, a volume slide valve mechanism, and a capacity slide valve mechanism that is in operational association with the volume slide valve mechanism, at least one of the volume and capacity slide valve mechanisms connectable to the carriage mechanism, and at least one of the volume and capacity slide valve mechanisms having at least one groove or channel that provides for lubrication to ensure relative movement between the slide mechanisms in a high pressure environment;

   slidably moving at least one of: a) the volume slide valve mechanism to control compressor volume ratio and power input to the compressor; and b) the capacity slide valve mechanism to control compressor capacity, wherein the moving takes place in a high pressure environment.

15. The method of claim 14 wherein the high pressure environment comprises a suction-discharge pressure differential of at least 400 p.s.i.
16. The method of Claim 14 wherein, during the moving, the capacity slide valve mechanism includes one or more capacity slide valve mechanism grooves, and wherein the one or more capacity slide valve mechanism grooves are, for at least a period of time during operation of the compressor, in communication with the one or more carriage grooves or channels.